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Debye temperature in YBa2Cu3Ox as measured from the
electron spin±lattice relaxation of doped Yb3 ions
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Abstract
The electron spin±lattice relaxation (SLR) times T1 of Yb3 ions were measured from the temperature dependence of
electron spin resonance line width in Y0:99 Yb0:01 Ba2 Cu3 Ox with dierent oxygen contents. Raman relaxation processes
dominate the electron SLR. Derived from the temperature dependence of the SLR rate, the Debye temperature (HD )
increases with the critical temperature Tc and oxygen content x. This relationship between Tc and HD can be well
understood in terms of the modi®ed Bardeen±Cooper±Schriefer theory of phonon mechanism for a strong electron±
phonon coupling.
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1. Introduction
The Debye characteristic temperature HD is a
quintessential quantity characterizing phononrelated properties of a solid state. This parameter
is especially important for the high-temperature
superconducting (HTSC) compounds, because the
relationship between HD and the critical temperature (Tc ) may be very useful for the determination
of the possible mechanism of HTSC.
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As a rule, the value of HD is extracted either
from elastic constant or speci®c heat measurements. The experimental data, which were obtained for HD in YBa2 Cu3 Ox (YBCO) compounds
using these methods, are very controversial. So,
the value of HD measured from ultrasonic sound
velocities in the work of Ledbetter [1] is much
lower than that derived from the speci®c heat
studies [2]. Moreover, as was shown in Ref. [3], HD
in YBCO depends strongly on temperature, and
this dependence is usually not observed in other
compounds [4]. Therefore, it is very reasonable to
estimate value of HD by other methods.
Here, we present data of HD obtained from the
electron spin±lattice relaxation (SLR) measurements of doped rare-earth Yb3 ions in YBCO
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ceramic samples with dierent oxygen contents, x,
and therefore, with dierent critical temperatures,
Tc .

spectra were recorded on X-band (9.25 GHz)
IRES-1003 and THN-251 ESR spectrometers in
the temperature range from 4 to 120 K.

2. Experimental details

3. Results and discussion

The polycrystalline powder YBa2 Cu3 Ox (x 
6:0, 6.45, 6.67 and 6.85) samples were prepared
by the standard solid-state reaction technique.
Appropriate proportions of Y2 O3 , BaCO3 , CuO
were dried at 400±500 C, mixed and ground
thoroughly into a ®ne powder. The doped Yb3
were added using an oxide Yb2 O3 in a ratio
Yb:Y  1:100. The powder were treated then in a
two stage heating process. First, samples with a
high oxygen content (x ' 7) were obtained. These
HTSC ceramics were annealed to reduce x, which
depends strongly on annealing temperature. The
oxygen content was de®ned from the lattice parameter along the crystallographic c-axis [5] using
X-ray diraction. The values of Tc for dierent x
(Table 1) were determined from the temperature
dependence of microwave absorption in a low
magnetic ®eld.
It is very important to investigate a single
crystal samples of YBCO, because of their strong
anisotropy. In the present work, the YBCO powders were milled (size  1±3 lm), then mixed with
paran or epoxy resin and placed in a glass tube
in a strong magnetic ®eld ( P 15 kG) to prepare a
quasi-single-crystal samples (or crystallites). The caxes of these crystallites were predominantly oriented along the direction C of the external magnetic ®eld H after hardening of epoxy resin. ESR

Fig. 1 shows the complicated temperature dependence of the Yb3 ±ESR peak-to-peak line
width DHpp in YBa2 Cu3 O6:85 for H kC with a
minimum at the temperature Tmin and a small step
of DHpp near Tc . The ESR measurements on this
sample were discussed previously at T < Tmin [6],
and in this paper, we report on results above Tmin
only without discussion of the anomaly of DHpp
near Tc .
We have observed a rapid increase of DHpp , as T
increases, in all investigated samples for T > Tmin .
The dependence of this kind, which is very common for Yb3 ions in single crystals, is caused by a
SLR only [7]. We have analyzed the character of
the temperature dependence of the SLR rate T1ÿ1
to distinguish the dominating SLR process. Then,
the similar approach as explained in Ref. [8] was
applied to evaluate the ESR line width caused by
SLR
) from the relation:
SLR only (DHpp

Table 1
Critical and Debye temperatures, the minimal ESR line width
min
DHpp
, eective g-values and the SLR parameter C against
oxygen content xa
x
Tc (K)
HD (K)
min
(G)
DHpp
g
C 10ÿ7 

6.85
85
450
95 (55 K)
3.0
1.06

6.67
65
370
90 (45 K)
3.1
4.23

6.45
40
280
75 (25 K)
3.15
15.3

6.0
±
250
95 (20 K)
3.45
50

a
min
The values of DHpp
were measured at temperatures, which
are given in brackets. The g-values were estimated at T ' 50 K
with an accuracy of 20%.

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the peak-to-peak ESR line
width of Yb3 ions in YBa2 Cu3 O6:85 , HkC.
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SLR
min 2
DHpp 2  DHpp
DHpp  DHpp
;

1

min
is the minimal ESR peak-to-peak line
where DHpp
min
are given in Table 1 for
width. The values of DHpp
all investigated samples. The formula (1) is given
in another denotations in Ref. [9] and determines
an observed line width by the superposition of
ESR signals with a Gaussian and Lorentzian line
shapes together. We have to take this fact into
account in our case, because the ESR line has a
Gaussian line shape at T  Tmin and arises due to
inhomogeneities of the crystal electric ®eld (CEF)
potential, and the Lorentzian line shape is conSLR
.
nected usually to the term DHpp
ÿ1
SLR
The SLR rate T1 can be expressed from DHpp
as follows [10]:
p
SLR
hÿ1 DHpp
G
T1ÿ1 sÿ1   3=2gb
SLR
G;
 7:62  106 g DHpp

2

where b is Bohr's magneton, 
h, the Planck conmin
stant, and the g-factor g  gk : The values of DHpp
and g, which depend very weakly on temperature,
were measured in the temperature range from 25
to 55 K and are given in Table 1. The temperature
dependences of the SLR rate T1ÿ1 for the samples
with two dierent oxygen contents x  6.85 and
6.0 are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Thus,
the Yb3 -relaxation rate reads T1ÿ1  T n (n  5 for
x  6:85, n  4 for x  6:67, n  3 for x  6:45
and 6.0). The dependence of such a kind corresponds to the Raman SLR process within the socalled ``intermediate'' temperature range, if both
relations T  HD (then T1ÿ1  T 9 ) and T P HD
(T1ÿ1  T 2 ) do not take place.
The relaxation rate T1ÿ1 of the Raman SLR
process can be written in a common case as follows
[7]:
T1ÿ1  CT 9 f HD =T ;

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the SLR rate of Yb3 ions
in YBa2 Cu3 O6:85 measured from the ESR line width (j); empty
circles show data of the 170 Yb3 M
ossbauer spectroscopy
studies performed by Hodges et al. [13] in Y0:97 Yb0:03 Ba2 Cu3 O7 .
Dotted line represents the best ®t according to Eq. (3) with
C  1:06  10ÿ7 and HD  450 K. Solid line corresponds to the
T1ÿ1  T 5 dependence.

3

where prefactor C will be discussed later, and the
integral function f HD =T   f z  I8 z=I8 1.
The
values of the integral I8 z 
R z 8 xcalculated
2
x
x
e
=
e
ÿ
1
dx
are given [11]. Our experimen0
tal data on SLR rate in YBCO can be described
quite well using the values of prefactor C and HD
from Table 1.

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the SLR rate of Yb3 ions
in YBa2 Cu3 O6:0 : The solid curve is the ®t to the Eq. (3) with
C  50  10ÿ7 and HD  250 K.
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Although the accuracy of determination of HD
was of about 10%, the estimated value of
HD  450 K for x  6:85 corresponds very well to
the literature data [2,3]. The comparison for the
samples with x  6:67; 6.45 is not so satisfactory,
however, it supports the main conclusion of Refs.
[1,12] that Tc is increasing approximately linearly
with increase of HD .
In Fig. 2, we show also the temperature dependence of the SLR rate of ytterbium ions exossbauer spectra in a
tracted from the 170 Yb3 M
YBa2 Cu3 Ox specimen with x  7:0 [13]. A very
good correlation to our SLR results seems to
con®rm that the temperature dependence of the
ESR line width at T > Tmin is caused mainly by the
SLR of the Yb3 -ions.
The performed studies of the SLR have revealed that by decreasing of oxygen content x and
reduction of Tc ; HD decreases and the prefactor C
on T 9 increases. We can evaluate HD using the
well-known expression [4]:

1=3
h 6p2 qN q
vm ;
4
HD 
k
M
where vm is the mean sound velocity, q, the density
of material, and M, the molecular weight, q, the
number of atoms in the molecule, and N, the
Avogadro number. The parameter C can be obtained for the Kramer ions from the relationship
[14]:
 9
9!h2
k
C  3 2 10
p q vm h
P
2P
2
m
m
nm jhajVn jcij
nm jhcjVn jbij

5
D4
where D is the CEF splitting between the ground
and ®rst excited states. The value after sign  is
usually approximately equal 1.
Therefore, from relations (4) and (5), it is clear
that HD and C are connected in some way to the
sound velocity v, and by increasing of HD ; C decreases drastically (as vÿ10 ). This coincides quite
well with our experimental data of HD and C in the
samples with x  6:85 and 6.45 (Table 1). Thus,
HD for x  6:45 is of about 1.5 times smaller than
one for x  6:87, and the corresponding prefactor
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C decreases in 15 times in a good accordance with
the Eqs. (4) and (5).
Taking into account the formula (4) for
YBa2 Cu3 O7 (q  5:78 g/cm3 , q  13), we have
HD K  1:25  10ÿ3 vm cm=s:

6

As was shown in Ref. [1], we can ®nd vm  2:89 
105 cm/s and HD  362 K from the expression for
mean sound velocity.
ÿ3
ÿ3
3vÿ3
m  vl  2vt ;

7

using the literature data of the YBCO sample with
Tc  86 K for the longitudinal and transversal
sound velocities (vl  4:25  105 cm/s and vt 
2:62  105 cm/s, respectively). Accordingly, we can
estimate the value of C  1:144  10ÿ6 , which
correlates well with data of our SLR measurements.
However, the excellent agreement with our SLR
experimental results is observed, if we take
vm  3:6  105 cm/s. Both calculated values of
HD  450 K and C ' 1:27  10ÿ7 correspond then
accurately to the data of SLR studies.
Finally, a possible mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity can be deduced from the
functional dependence of Tc on HD . Thus, Ledbetter [1,12] has applied the usual BCS expression
of Tc :
Tc  0:86HD exp ÿkÿ1 ;

8

where an electron±phonon coupling constant k is
given by
k  C 0 Mhx2 i;

9
2

and has concluded that hx2 i  HD  and the BCS
formula cannot describe the experimental data
[12], where Tc increases with the increase of HD . In
fact, combining Eqs. (8) and (9), one can derive
that Tc decreases with increase of HD for a weak
electron±phonon coupling k < 1; and Tc  HD in
a strong coupling limit k > 1. However, both these
relations contradict to our and other experiments
in YBCO.
The modi®cation of the BCS theory led to the
extended McMillan's equation for various classes
of strong-coupled superconductors, which is used
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extensively for a phonon mechanism of HTSC
[15]:


HD
1:04 1  k
exp ÿ
;
10
Tc 
k ÿ l 1  0:62k
1:45
where l is parameter of eective Coulomb repulsion. For k < 1 and l < k ( in a weak-coupling
limit), Eq. (10) transforms into Eq. (8). The
parameters k and l can be de®ned for a better
description of our measurements for a strongcoupled systems. The corresponding calculations
with the formula (10) for k 6 10 result in that
Tc  74:7 K (for HD  450 K, k  4), Tc  68:0
K(HD  370 K), and Tc  56:3 K (HD  280 K,
k  10), if k  8  105 =H2D and l  0:1.
In summary, we have presented an alternative
possibility to determine Debye temperature in
YBa2 Cu3 Ox by means of the electron SLR of
doped Yb3 -ions, if Raman processes are dominant in SLR. The relationship between critical and
Debye temperatures, derived from these studies for
dierent oxygen contents, can be good explained
using McMillan's equation in a strong-coupling
limit.
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